Press release: The new ARVA Draft & Craft Collection
Light can never be thought out to a full stop. Depending on the specific requirements of a given
project, the characteristics of RIBAG lamps are attuned to the respective user and spaces.
In addition to classic, elegant, functional and especially timeless lamps, RIBAG makes tailormade special editions. These lamps optimally fit to both the architecture and the overall
appearance in concert with the right furniture. The horizons of creative freedom and competence
in the creation of individualised and stylish objects are further enhanced by producing colour
variations, lamps made from new materials such as leather or wood, as well as special editions.

ARVA lens pendant lamps are primarily used for diverse purposes in living, hotelier, and
restaurant areas. These understated and elegant lamps can be integrated into the architecture
unobtrusively or to add emphasis for special purposes. With their round shapes, they are
popularly used in meeting places. They combine especially well with furniture pieces such as
tables, bars, reception desks, chairs and stools.
The ARVA black lens pendant lamps, which can be individually combined with a shade, are the
basis for the new Draft & Craft Collection. Select from two different leather variations, Rancho
Terra or Velluto Lava, as well as two wood types, oak and black walnut. Lamp shades are
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designed so that the customer can switch them out as desired. The ARVA Draft & Craft Collection
offers lighting solutions rich in variety. They reflect the individual preferences of the owner, who
is free to add a personal touch by selecting the materials of the shades.

Manufacturing process in collaboration with Intertime and Girsberger
To manufacture the new ARVA shades in leather and wood, RIBAG contracted the two regional
and high-quality specialists Intertime and Girsberger.
In addition to sophisticated workmanship, regional proximity and the ability to build a long-term
partnership played decisive roles. With hand-crafted skill and passion, the various shade
coverings are tailored to the client’s individual needs.
With plenty of hand-crafted precision, their understated and linear designs, the new ARVA
shades constitute an especially sophisticated addition for customised interior design.
The new ARVA Draft & Craft Collection is available from June 2018.

About RIBAG
A high level of innovation is the driving force behind the success this Swiss family business has
enjoyed for over 20 years. RIBAG's philosophy is characterised by a pioneering spirit and a passion for
the aesthetics of lighting. The fact that the RIBAG brand has asserted itself for so many years in both
domestic and foreign markets can be attributed to the company’s relentless research in outstanding
lighting solutions for discerning architecture, a unique design and distinctive quality.
For further information and pictures please get in touch with our press responsible, contact below.
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